Some effects of background noise on modulation detection interference.
Modulation thresholds were obtained for a 2000-Hz signal carrier modulated at a rate of 10 Hz. Thresholds were obtained without a masker carrier and in the presence of a masker carrier that was either unmodulated or modulated at a rate of 10 Hz and a depth of 100% (m(m) = 1.0). Of primary interest was whether the amount of interference caused by the masker was influenced by the frequency proximity of the masker to the signal, and whether background noise had an influence on that proximity effect. In general, for masker carriers higher in frequency than the 2000-Hz signal carrier, there was a tendency for the interference to decline as the masker was moved farther away from the signal for masker carriers lower than 2000 Hz, there was little or no proximity effect. Broadband noise eliminated the proximity effect obtained with an unmodulated masker, but not that obtained with a modulated masker. Results with a narrowband noise suggest that the broadband noise has its effect by masking the high-frequency side of the signal's excitation pattern. These results, as well as the results of an excitation pattern analysis, suggest that the proximity effect with all unmodulated masker may be mediated via a peripheral, within-channel interaction, whereas that with a modulated masker may be mediated via a central, across-channel interaction.